Shabbat Shalom Kol Yisrael
Last night at the going down of the sun, began the 15th Day Shabbat of the 11th Month of
5994s.c.

There is so many things that needs to discussed in this newsletter. However for today, there is
some confusion and false teaching that is going out, that we must address.
The other topics which were going to be discussed in this newsletter, which are also very
important as time is pressing, we will get to in the next newsletter, which we will send out next
Shabbat. So keep that in mind.
In the past two weeks, We have received several emails and even a couple phone calls, from
people who are asking if we heard about a 'new doctrine'. Most of the people who contacted us
do not agree with it, but wanted to ask our view on the topic and how to prove from the Word to
others, that this doctrine is indeed false. A few of the others were confused and unsure about it,
but wanted to discuss it.
The basic 'main points' of this new doctrine is the claim that the calendar is:
#1 a Solar-Only calendar
#2 All months contain either 30 or 31 days
#3 that it is a 365 day year
#4 That the moon is 'sick' and therefore is done away with, and has nothing to do with the
calendar.

#5 There is 'no such thing as a 13th month'
#6that the 'new year' begins on march 16th because it is the day that there are '12 hours of
daylight in Jerusalem'.
#7 that Psalm 104:19 does not mean what it said, but actually means that the sun is for moadim,
and not the moon. Even though this verse POINT BLANK states that "The Moon is for
Moadim/Yahuahs Appointed Times".
#8 That the books of Enoch and Jubilee must be taken over Torah - They do not state this out
right, but they do this and say this by taking these book over what is written all through Yahuahs
Word.
Does any of this sound familiar? Many of these arguments are also spoken and used by 'saturday
keepers'. WHY? Because saturday keepers, keep the pagan roman calendar, which is also a
Solar-Only calendar. And since the pagan roman calendar is a 'Solar-Only' calendar, it too
contains 365 days.
We are not going to make some long written rebuttal in reply to this false teaching, as it is not
needed for anyone to understand that it is indeed a false teaching, if a person is willing to simply
accept Yahuahs Word.
Nor is there time to waste, as there are many other teachings and understandings that people
need to be doing in these last days.
So we will quickly address their 'main points' right now:
#1 A Solar-Only calendar
Any/All 'Solar-Only' Calendar is a false pagan calendar, which was first designed by satan to
bring worship unto himself, SUN WORSHIP, which can be traced historically all the way back
to nimrod.
satan also instituted this to cause Israel to break Yahuahs Commanded Appointed Times. This
has Not changed, the same is still true today, and vast majority of the nations are still keeping a
Solar Only calendar.
#2 All months contain either 30 or 31 days
Yahuahs Original calendar contained 30 days each and Every Month, 360 Days in a Year. Never
364 or 365. Yahuah changed His Original calendar by moving the sun by 10 degrees in the days
of Hizqiyahu. He did NOT move the Earth or 'rotate it backwards', nor did He move the moon in
any way. This change that Yahuah did, made some months contain 29 days and others 30. This
did not destroy the 29th day Shabbat. This Did Not Change the calendar to a Solar Only
Calendar!
The teaching of the change that Yahuah did in the time of Hizqiyahu, is titled "Hizqiyahu, the
Sun Dial of Ahaz, and the 29/30 Day Month". We wrote this and posted it over 3 years ago on
our website. The direct link is:
http://www.yhrim.com/Hizqiyahu_the_Sun_Dial_of_Ahaz___the_29-30_day_month__Updated_12-5994.pdf

#3 that it is a 365 day year
Again, Yahuahs Calendar was Never 364 or 365 days, and it never will be. It was originally 360
days. Since the change in Hizqiyahu's day, the calendar contains 354 days in a year, with 384
days approx every 3 years. This extra time is not added when man wants it added, but when the
two witnesses, the Sun & Moon, BOTH speak forth this time. This is in the teaching titled "The
Turn of the Year" which we posted on our website again, several years ago. The direct Link is:
http://www.yhrim.com/The_Turn_of_the_Year.pdf

#4 That the moon is 'sick' and therefore is done away with, and has nothing to do with the
calendar.
The Moon is not "sick". Although when Yahuah changed the month in Hizqiyahu's day, many
pagan sun worshipers of other cultures called the months which only contained 29 days "sick".
This is recorded in history from different locations all over the earth.
#5 There is 'no such thing as a 13th month'
There is a 13th Month, and it is created/spoken forth by the TWO witnesses, the Sun & the
Moon. Again, this is shown in the teachings on "Turn of the Year" and "Hizqiyahu, the Sun Dial
of Ahaz, and the 29/30 Day month", both linked in the paragraphs above.

BUT, there is yet another witness of the the 13th Month, and again it is written and hidden
in the Yahuahs Word! Several years ago my Abba/Father Moshe EliYahu, wrote a teaching
titled “The 13th Month is in Scripture". But only while we have been presenting all of the
calendar teachings to this group here in recent weeks, did we realize that we never posted this
13th month teaching on our website. So over the past 3-4 weeks, my Abba has been revising this
document, and it is now available for the first time on our website.
The direct link is: http://www.yhrim.com/The_13th_month_is_in_Scripture_-_Updated_115994.pdf
#6 that the 'new year' begins on 'march 16th' because it is the day that there are '12 hours
of daylight in 'Jerusalem'.
Yahuahs calendar is not connected to the roman calendar in any way, shape, or form. Also I
have seen so many in recent years take this verse written in Yochanan/John 11:9 “... are there
not 12 hours in a day...” and then twist it into what ever they need to fit their teaching.
We're going to ask everyone right now, if you believe they used a pagan roman clock hanging on
the wall in biblical times, raise your hand... That's what Yahushua states doesn't he? There is '12
hours in a day'? The clock has 12 hours on it right?
NO! Stop for a moment and think about it! They did not use "clocks". Get out of your

roman thinking, and stop applying it (or allowing someone else to apply it) to Yahuahs
Word!
What did we just get through talking about a few paragraphs above? They used the SUNDIAL!
A Sundial is divided into 12 equal parts, each one of these divisions was called an 'hour'.
Since a sundial uses 'sunlight' to create a shadow, which this shadow passes through each of
these divisions during the day, that means EACH and EVERY Day of the Year Had Exactly
12 Hours!
Why/How is it possible that Each and Every Day Contains Exactly and Always 12 hours?
Again, a sundial is divided into 12 equal parts (why 12? Think 12 Tribes of Yisrael). Each of
these parts/divisions was called an "hour". The sundial used the light given off from the sun,
which the light can't be seen/used until the sun comes up or at sunrise, The light from the sun is
used to cast a shadow onto the face of the sundial. As the sun moves during the entire day, in
turn the shadow that it casts on the sundial also moves through each of the divisions/hours, until
we arrive right before sunset, the shadow has moved through the 12th hour, the sun goes down,
and the day is ended.
Again, this does not matter WHERE on earth that Yisrael has been scattered to, anywhere
you can use a sundial, the day will contain 12 hours.
Does this mean that a 'day' is only 12 hours long, and that we only keep a 12 hour Shabbat as
some falsely claim? NO! There is still the "4 Watches" of the night, that is written about all
through the Word.
Why did they use 'Watches' at night? Did they have to have 4 Timex watches strapped to their
wrist? No. The "4 watches" was used at night, because a sundial does not work at night!
Why? It is night, which by definition means there is no sunlight. So the anight was divided
into 4 parts or 'watches'. The 'watch' is refering to the watchment that guarded the
city/camp during the night. They divided the night into 4 watchman shifts. These
shifts/watches were each read by reading the movement of the moon and stars! As one
watch ended, another one started, and a shift change of the guard would take place.
So going back to their statement that "march 16th is the beginning of the year, because
there is '12 hours of daylight in Jerusalem'"
That is not only a false statement, based upon a pagan roman clock. This is never written
in the Word that such a thing was to be done, as it is never even indicated in any way in
Yahuahs Word that ‘12 hour day is what beings the year'.
This IS just another man made idea with NO Scriptural foundation what so ever. And this
IS a man who is making another Solar-Only False Worship Calendar.
#7 Psalm 104:19 does not mean what it said, but actually means that the sun is for moadim,
and not the moon.
Tehillim/Psalms 104:19 "He created the moon for moadim/All of Yahuahs Set Apart

Times: the sun knows its going down." This verse means what it states, along with many
other verses state that the Sun and Moon are BOTH for All Times.
You can NOT Throw the Moon away, and say that it is nothing! Yahuah Commanded the
Moon WITH the Sun Together to speak forth All His Appointed Times!
Yahuah does not need us to re-write His Word. He wrote it perfect the first time. If we have to
throw away Yahuahs Word to prove a point, then that point is false, Plain and Simple. We have
seen people do this time and time again in the many Delusions which cause those who follow
them to break Yahuahs Word, that have been going out into the earth during these end days.
# 8 That the books of Enoch and Jubilee must be taken over Torah
The books of Enoch and Jubilees at one time, may have been Scripture. BUT the versions that
exist today, are far from being Yahuahs Word. As they contradict Yahuahs Word over and
over again. These books, if used at all, can only be looked at as a history book. And just as a
history book, they can only be used as a 3rd or 4th witness. If you take these books, or a
historical text, over Yahuahs Word, then you are teaching man made doctrines.
Yahuahs Word Must Be 1st & 2nd Witness On ALL Scriptural Subjects. If history or other
sources further enforce a subject or teaching, great. If Not they must be cast away, as Yahuahs
Word Resides Over All Others.
If any source contradicts Yahuahs Word, then it MUST be cast away, as it is false.
Note: The only additional Scroll that we have personally seen, read, and thoroughly studied,
and found it to fully align with Yahuahs Word, is the Scroll of Yahshar/Jasher. However, even
in this case you must be very careful, as there are other versions of Jasher which do not line up
with Yahuahs Word.

As we have shown above, this 'Solar-Only' Calendar teaching can be Easily shown as false,
over and over again. As it contradicts Yahuahs Word, Over and Over again.
Study the Word, and show yourself approved, Do Not Accept a Teaching just because of who or
where it comes from. As unless it fully aligns with All of Yahuahs Word, it is False.
You have to study and test all things, by Yahuahs Word. This is the Only way you can gain a
foundation for yourself that you are able to stand on, so that you can stand upon the Word/Rock.
For if you build on sand/false teachings, you will be swayed and washed away/destroyed by the
winds of doctrines.
As Yahuah stated in His Word there are many Delusions that are being sent out. If people do not
study a subject out for themselves, and thoroughly study it, and make sure it Aligns Completely
with Yahuahs Word, they will have no foundation to stand on, and will be easily deceived by
the winds of doctrines.
Kepha Bet/2nd Peter 3:16 As also in all his letters, speaking in them of these things; in which
some things are hard to understand, which they that are unlearned and unstable twist, as they do

also the other Keetvay HaKadosh, to their own destruction.
17 You then, beloved ones, seeing you know these things beforehand, beware lest you also,
being led away away with the delusion of Torah-less-ness, fall from your own steadfastness.
Because of false teachings, like all of the false 'Solar-Only' or even 'Moon-Only' or
'postponement rules', friggs day, saturns day, suns day, and any other false pagan calendars and
rules, that have been made by men all down through the ages.
All of these is why Yahuah had the prophet Yeshayahu/Isiah write in:
Yeshayahu/Isiah 1:14 Your Rosh Chodashim and your moadim My being hates: they are a
trouble to Me; I am weary of bearing them.

15 And when you spread forth your hands, I will hide My eyes from you: even though you
make many tefillot, I will not hear: your hands are full of dahm/blood (this is the blood of the
people who fall away from Yahuahs Word into torahlessness, because they followed the false teachings).

16 Wash yourself and make yourself clean; put away the evil of your doings from before My
eyes; cease to do evil;
~Selah/Pause & Think About It

Yahushua ben Moshe EliYahu
Our Website: www.YHRIM.com
Fellowship Network: http://restorationofyisrael.ning.com
Our Facebook Current Event Info Page: http://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu
"No Scripture Ever Contradicts another Scripture, if it seems to we just need to adjust our perspective
until we can see them clearly. Unless you can use All of Yahuahs Word without throwing any out, you
can't Teach that subject Fully or Correctly."
Ahmos /Amos 9:9-11 "For, see, I will command, and I will sift Beit Yisrael among all nations, like corn is
sifted in a sieve, yet the least kernel of grain shall not fall upon the earth. 10 All the sinners of My people
shall die by the sword, who say, The evil shall not overtake nor find us. 11 In that day I will raise up the
Sukkah of David that has fallen, and close up the breaches of it; and I will raise up its ruins, and I will
rebuild it as in the days of old:”
Luka/Luke 21:28 “And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for
your Geulah/Redemption draws near.”
Hoshea/Hosea 14:1-9 “4 I will heal their backsliding, I will love them instantly: for My anger will be turned
away from him.”
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